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Log into PLL (ASURITE)
*Select this option if you have an ASURITE ID.

1. Click Sign In located on the gray bar near the top of the page.

2. Select the sign in option for ASURITE ID.

3. Sign in using your ASURITE User ID and password and click Sign In.
Log into PLL (Non-ASURITE)

*Select this option if you have NEVER received an ASURITE ID. (ASURITE ID's are given ASU students, faculty, and staff.)

1. Click **Sign In** located on the gray bar near the top of the page.

   ![Sign In Button](sign_in_button)

2. Sign in using your PLL username and password and click **Sign In**.

   ![Sign In Form](sign_in_form)

   - **Use your ASURITE ID**
     - If you are an ASU student, faculty, staff, or alum with an ASURITE ID sign in here.
   - **Use your PLL Sign In**
     - PLL Username
     - Password
     - **Sign In**
   - **Create an Account**
     - Welcome to the Professional Learning Library the online home where P-20 educators connect, learn, collaborate and share.